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Abstract
We examine the relationship between citizen-to-citizen discussions and online political
participation considering various attributes of individuals’ social networks: Modality,
discussants’ ties, diversity of opinions, and quality of argumentation. Using a national
survey of U.S. residents we find that communication within networks is a significant
predictor of web-based forms of political engagement, after controlling for offline
participation, political orientations, news use, and socio-demographics. Consistent
with the ‘‘strength of weak ties’’ argument, larger online networks and weak-tie
discussion frequency are associated with online participation. While like-minded discussions are positively related to online participation, discussions with people who are
not of like mind correlate negatively with it. Online network size and reasoning
discussions were positively related to online participation, although these associations
were rather weak compared to the role of other network characteristics.

Whereas the idea that ‘‘conversation is the soul of democracy’’ (Kim, Wyatt,
& Katz, 1999, p. 362, emphasis theirs) has resonated for centuries (e.g., de
Tocqueville, 1840/1988), only in the last few decades researchers have accumulated strong empirical evidence showing how informal discussions spur
political engagement. Discussions create opportunities to learn mobilizing
information, ponder about news or public issues, and reach common understandings, all of which are key antecedents of participation. Most of the
existing literature, however, has focused on traditional forms of political
engagement—forms that take place face-to-face or in offline settings such as
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Online Political Participation
Political participation, whether online or offline, refers to activity by ordinary
citizens that has the intent or effect of influencing government action or some
political outcomes (Brady, 1999). As a preeminent concept in the political
behavior literature, scores of studies have analyzed the antecedents of
voting, donating money to campaigns, taking part in protests, contacting
elected officials and other political activities. Combining the insights from
rational choice theory (Downs, 1957), the socioeconomic status model
(Verba & Nie, 1972), and the mobilization model (Rosenstone & Hansen
1993), Verba and colleagues (Verba, Schlozman, & Brady, 1995) posited a
civic voluntarism model to explain political engagement. According to this
model, people participate when they are asked to join political causes and
have the necessary resources to do so, such as time, money, and cognitive
abilities. Additionally, internal political efficacy—the ‘‘feeling that one is capable of influencing the public decision-making process’’ (Milbrath & Goel,
1977, p. 57)—provides a psychological incentive for participation. These different sources of financial, human and social capital, in turn, reduce the costs
of engaging in political activities.
The Internet has expanded the realm of political participation, as exemplified by the successful online campaign run by Barack Obama in the 2008
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voting and attending campaign events (Huckfeldt, Mendez, & Osborn, 2004;
McClurg, 2006; Mutz, 2006; Nir, 2005). With the Internet, new venues for
political participation have become widespread, particularly among youth.
Blogs, social network sites, user-generated news and specific websites have
allowed individuals and organizations worldwide to engage in activities
aimed at influencing government and policy (Gil de Zúñiga & Valenzuela,
2011; Kaufhold, Valenzuela, & Gil de Zúñiga, 2010; Mossberger, Tolbert, &
McNeal, 2007; Park, Kee & Valenzuela, 2009).
The purpose of this study is to further our understanding of the relationship between political discussions that take place within individuals’ social
networks and political participation by focusing on online forms of engagement. It addresses the question of what specific attributes of citizen-based
discussion networks are predictive of online political participation. Specifically,
it tests the predictions of Granovetter’s (1973) ‘‘strength of weak ties’’
hypothesis, Mutz’ (2006) deliberation versus participation dilemma, and deliberative theorists’ (e.g., Habermas, 1984) emphasis on reasoning communication. By taking into account several attributes of political discussion
networks that previous research has studied in isolation, the article also
seeks to provide a roadmap for future research on how political talk can
foster and/or hinder Internet-based forms of political engagement.

NETWORKS THAT MATTER
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The Characteristics of Political Discussion Networks
Political discussions, defined as ‘‘episodes of political conversation and discussion that take place between the non-elite members of a political community’’
(Schmitt-Beck, 2008, p. 341), have long been thought to be a major feature of
the democratic process. Existing research indicates that when people talk about
public affairs, they are more likely to mobilize and engage in political activities, particularly during election campaigns (Huckfeldt & Sprague, 1995;
Shah, Cho, Eveland, & Kwak, 2005; Wyatt, Katz, & Kim, 2000). This
is because conversations involve not only exchanges of information but also
interpretive frameworks that help to process that information. By allowing
people to grapple with ideas, elaborate arguments, and reflect upon the information acquired, conversations are a rich form of political information.
Yet, it is left to discern what specific attributes of informal discussions
may spur participation. With some notable exceptions, the literature has
focused on one or two variables of discussion at a time. A notable example
of this trend is the work on how disagreement among discussants relates to
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U.S. presidential election (Kenski, Hardy, & Jamieson, 2010). It is not clear,
however, if the antecedents of political behavior online are the same as offline.
For instance, U.S. survey data analyzed by Best and Krueger (2005) revealed
that the resources described by the civic voluntarism model mattered less for
online participation. Likewise, some studies have found that the Internet can
attract people who are normally underrepresented in political participation,
such as women, youth, and racial/ethnic minorities (Correa & Jeong, 2010;
McCaughey & Ayers, 2003; Mossberger et al., 2008). Other research, however,
suggests that digital technologies merely reinforce existing gaps in political
participation, and that the use of interactive services during political campaigns is still dominated by those with higher socioeconomic status,
educational attainment, and social capital (Hindman, 2009; Prior, 2007).
The somewhat contradictory evidence about the mobilizing and reinforcing effects of the Internet could be reconciled if online services can be shown
to play an instrumental role in promoting participation by lowering the costs
associated with acquiring mobilizing information and increasing political efficacy. This seems to hold true particularly when Internet use involves consumption of public affairs content such as news and this information is
presented in an easy-to-navigate fashion (Boulianne, 2009). If this is the
case, then online and offline political participation need not be treated as a
unified form of engagement taking place in parallel worlds. As long as electronic voting is not widespread for national and regional elections, it is likely
that online political behavior will lag behind traditional forms of engagement,
which justifies treating both modes of participation as separate constructs.
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Interpersonal and Computer-Mediated Discussion Networks
With the diffusion of the Internet, researchers have begun to test the applicability of research findings based on face-to-face discussions to computermediated interactions (e.g., Ho & McLeod, 2008; Min, 2007; Price &
Cappella, 2002). This is an important research matter because the two
forms of political discussion differ in significant ways. Whereas offline discussions are mostly oral, synchronous, and rich in visual and social cues, online
discussions tend to be written, and may be asynchronous or occur under
conditions of anonymity (Lin, 2008). If anonymity reduces the costs of
expressing political opinions and written content encourages further mental
elaboration of information, online discussions can make a unique contribution
to participation. By the same token, if anonymity leads to uncivil exchanges
and web content easily distracts people away from political topics, online
discussions can be less effective than face-to-face discussions at promoting
participatory behaviors.
By eliminating time and space constraints, the Internet can dramatically
reduce the costs of maintaining a larger social network. Several studies have
found that online communications increase the amount and intensity of interactions within local community members (Hampton & Wellman, 2001;
Kavanaugh, Carroll, Rosson, Zin, & Reese, 2005). Findings in this area suggest that Internet use can strengthen existing interpersonal ties and, at the
same time, create new networks that continue offline. On the other hand, the
Internet has also been found to promote nonlocal (i.e., geographically bound)
social networks, such as online communities centered on common interests
that perpetuate through discussions and exchanges of information
(Papacharissi, 2004).
The reasons for joining online groups and becoming a member of an
Internet network are manifold. Researchers have found that some individuals
rely on online networks to overcome barriers to the formation of interpersonal
networks, such as having a disability, being shy or belonging to a different
cultural or socioeconomic group (Ho & McLeod, 2008; McKenna & Bargh,
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political engagement (Huckfeldt, Johnson, & Sprague, 2004; Mutz, 2006).
Although it may well be more efficient to examine discussion attributes in isolation, here we consider several of them simultaneously—as they occur in the real
world—in order to identify which characteristics are more consequential for
political behavior that, in the current study, takes place online. We will consider
four characteristics: Modality, type of relationship between discussants, degree of
exposure to conflicting points of view, and use of logic and reasonableness. For
each of these attributes, we posit specific expectations that will be analyzed
empirically with an original survey of U.S. voting-age residents.

NETWORKS THAT MATTER
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H1a: Interpersonal network size is positively related with political participation online.
H1b: Online network size is positively related with political participation
online.
Strong Ties and Weak Ties
Discussions can take place among individuals who are related to one another
in varying degrees of closeness and intimacy. Discussion networks of friends
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1998). For these individuals, computer-mediated networks provide support
and information that they do not find in the offline world. Other individuals
find that online services such as Facebook and MySpace provide an efficient
way of maintaining and solidifying existing offline relationships (Ellison,
Steinfield, & Lampe, 2007; Valenzuela, Park, & Kee, 2009).
This supplementing role of online and offline social networks should not,
however, be interpreted as both communication channels having the same characteristics and effects on online political participation. Scholars have long noted
that uncivil behavior is more widespread in online political discussions, particularly when discussants are anonymous (Davis, 2005; Hill & Hughes, 1998).
Because incivility in political exchanges depresses individuals’ political trust
(Mutz & Reeves, 2005), it may well be that online discussion networks deter
political participation online. On the other hand, the textual nature of most
online services results in communications that are deprived of the nonverbal
cues typical of face-to-face interactions. As such, communications in online networks may be more goal-oriented than in offline networks (Berger, 2009). If this
is the case, then computer-mediated discussions may be more efficient at mobilizing individuals to participate. Evidence of this already exists for civic-oriented
forms of engagement (Gil de Zúñiga & Valenzuela, 2011).
Against these two contradictory possibilities, some research suggests a
more nuanced picture on the link between online discussions and online participation. In separate studies of the 2000 and 2004 U.S. presidential elections,
Shah and colleagues (2005, 2007) found that frequent political communication
activities online made a unique contribution to participatory behaviors offline,
even after controlling for news use, interpersonal political talk and exposure to
campaign advertisements. In another study, Hardy and Scheufele (2005)
showed that online chatting about politics had a direct association with political participation offline and a moderating effect on online news use. In other
words, despite the uniqueness of interpersonal and computer-mediated networks, there is strong evidence that both types of discussion networks may
promote political participation offline in similar ways. It is an empirical question if the same holds true for online forms of political engagement. Thus, the
first couple of hypotheses of the study predict that:
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RQ1: What is the relationship between strong- and weak-tie discussion and
political participation online?
Agreement and Disagreement
Scholarly interest on the role of heterogeneous networks on political participation has grown considerably in the last decade. Unfortunately, confusions
and misunderstandings on the subject abound. The sociological perspective
stresses the notion of diversity of participants’ demographic background (e.g.,
ethnicity, gender, and socioeconomic status), whereas the political communication perspective focuses on differences in participants’ political opinions.
Here, we will focus on the effects on participation of differences in political
views among discussants.
Since there is no agreed-upon operationalization of disagreement in political discussions and few studies control for several attributes of discussion at
the same time, the literature on the subject is mixed. Mutz (2006) asked
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and family members are usually characterized by ‘‘intimacy, trust, respect,
access, and mutual regard’’ (Kenny, 1994, p. 718). In discussions with visitors,
friends of a friend, and strangers, on the other hand, there is no shared
intimacy. Labeled as strong-tie networks and weak-tie networks, respectively,
the two types of discussion networks have been found to have different effects
on political participation. The early studies on personal influence found that
strong-tie networks were a key source for political recruitment and participation (e.g., Katz & Lazarsfeld, 1955). However, with socioeconomic modernization, weak-tie networks have become more prominent and politically
consequential. Granovetter (1973) argued that weak ties provide information
and resources that individuals do not find in their immediate environment of
relatives and close friends. In the political realm, the strength of weak ties lies
in the provision of nonredundant, diverse information that stimulates political
learning and offers new opportunities for mobilization (Huckfeldt, Beck,
Dalton & Levine, 1995).
While there is substantive evidence that weak ties matter for political
engagement (e.g., Kavanaugh et al., 2005; Kotler-Berkowitz, 2005), this evidence should not be used to dismiss the importance of strong ties. A cursory
review of the political socialization literature yields strong support for the
notion that political discussions around the family dining table are an important source of future engagement (Liebes & Ribak, 1992). On the other hand,
stronger networks also tend to be agreeable ones (Mutz, 2006), which have
been demonstrated to promote participation (McClurg, 2006). Therefore, it is
not clear at all which type of discussion network is more consequential for
participation in general or online participation in particular. Considering the
mixed literature, we posit the following research question:

NETWORKS THAT MATTER
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H2a: Discussion agreement is positively related with political participation
online.
H2b: Discussion disagreement is negatively related with political participation
online.
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respondents if they tend to have the different opinions compared to their
discussion partners and then multiplied this measure by the frequency of
discussion with each particular partner. With this measure, she found that
higher disagreement deterred participation, either by increasing indecision and
ambivalence about political issues or by making individuals more aware of the
social costs of choosing to participate. Huckfeldt and colleagues (1995, 2004)
relied on similarity of political affiliation as revealed by party ID or presidential vote. In their assessment, disagreement is much more pervasive and,
thus, its impact on participation is not as negative as argued by Mutz. Lastly,
Scheufele and colleagues (Scheufele, Hardy, Brossard, Waismel-Manor, &
Nisbet 2006) incorporated dissimilarity in political affiliation along with
differences in gender and other demographic characteristics and found that,
actually, heterogeneity was positively related to participation.
Although asking for disagreement is a relatively simple, intuitive approach
to gauging diversity of opinions, it risks confounding heterogeneity of viewpoints for isolation within discussion networks. Isolation is also related to
political participation (see Hayes, Scheufele & Huge, 2006) but it is a different
concept altogether. As Eveland and Hively (2009) have pointed out, discussions are not a zero-sum game; talking to like-minded people does not
preclude from talking to nonlike-minded people. If that is the case, then
researchers should include in their models of participation both discussion
agreement and discussion disagreement. Consequently, in this study we will
consider separately the relationships between online participation and both
agreement and disagreement in political discussions.
While there is research that finds a positive link between discussion disagreement and political participation (Leighley, 1990; McLeod et al., 1999),
the work of Mutz (2006) includes a variety of tests showing that under most
circumstances the relationship is negative. That is, the more people are
exposed to messages that challenge their views through their interpersonal
network, the less they participate due to increased political ambivalence
and fear of isolation. Conversely, discussion agreement should encourage
participation by promoting a safer and supportive environment for the
ego. These expectations were confirmed empirically by both Mutz (2006)
and Eveland and Hively (2009), although it remains unclear the extent
to which people actively avoid disagreement and seek agreement
(Stromer-Galley & Muhlberger, 2009). Therefore, we posit two additional
hypotheses:
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Use of Reason and Evidence

H3: Reasoning discussion is positively related to political participation online.

Data and Method
Sample
To test the hypotheses, an online survey developed by the authors in conjunction with the CJCR: Community, Journalism and Communication
Research group at the University of Texas at Austin was conducted among
U.S. adults from across the United States shortly after the 2008 presidential
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Another characteristic of discussion networks is their level of reasonableness,
that is, the extent to which participants of a network use logic and provide
evidence for their claims when discussing political issues. This is a key aspect
of political deliberation, in which citizens discuss public problems and solutions through conversations (Gastil, 2008). In the present study, we conceive
reasonableness of discussion networks as assessments of the degree of reason,
logic, and evidence in political discussions (Kim et al., 1999; Moy & Gastil,
2006).
By incorporating the use of logic and reasoning in discussion networks, we
are taking into account Schudson’s (1997) admonition that not all political
conversations are meaningful for democratic participation. Whereas social
conversation is not goal-oriented, political discussion is, or should attempt
to be, problem-solving, issue-based and oriented toward exposing principles
or defending public interests. Of course, informal political talk does not often
follow the rules of deliberation, but it is expected that rational discussions, in
which participants provide reasoned arguments and reflect upon them, can
have beneficial effects on citizenship (Dryzek, 2000). This expectation rests on
the assumption that reasonableness and evidence should facilitate reaching
agreements on the problems or issues that needs to be addressed through
government or collective action. At the same time, argumentation could
enhance discussants’ political knowledge, an important antecedent of
participation.
The empirical evidence on the effect of reasonableness of discussions in
participation tends to find a positive link. Kim et al. (1999) found that argument quality was a positive predictor of frequency of political conversations,
which, in turn, was strongly associated with participatory activities. Rojas
(2008) found that an ‘‘understanding orientation’’ towards discussions,
which included an appreciation for reasonableness, was a significant predictor
of measures of civic and political engagement, even after controlling for other
attributes of discussions such as network size and heterogeneity. Considering
these findings, our last hypothesis states:

NETWORKS THAT MATTER
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Dependent Variable
Online Political Participation. Respondents were asked to rate on a
10-point scale (where 1 ¼ never and 10 ¼ all the time) how often they used
the Internet for the following activities: ‘‘Write to a politician,’’ ‘‘Make a
campaign contribution,’’ ‘‘Subscribe to a political listserv,’’ ‘‘Sign up to volunteer for a campaign/issue,’’ ‘‘Send a political message via e-mail,’’ and
‘‘Post comments on a political blog.’’ Items were added to create an index
of online political participation (Cronbach’s  ¼ .87, M ¼ 14.71, SD ¼ 11.58).
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election. The survey instrument was administered using Qualtrics, a web
survey software, and was pilot-tested before actual fieldwork. Respondents
for the survey were selected from among those who registered to participate
in an online panel administered by the Media Research Lab at the University
of Texas at Austin. To overcome some of the limitations of using small,
convenient samples such as college students, the Media Research Lab based
this national sample on two U.S. Census variables, gender (52.2% males,
49.8% females) and age (30% 18–34 years; 39% 35–54 years; 31% 55
years). After matching a 10,000 random draw to these demographic characteristics, panel participants received the survey’s URL through an e-mail
invitation, which provided a time estimate to complete the survey and
information about a monetary incentive for their participation. A first
invitation was sent December 15, 2008 and three reminders were submitted
in the following 3 weeks to improve response rates. A concluding reminder was sent January 5, 2009. A total of 1,432 e-mail addresses were
invalid. Of the remaining 8,568 participants, 1,159 responded all items
and 323 had missing values for some of the variables of interest in the
analysis.
Accordingly, based on the American Association of Public Opinion
Research’s (AAPOR) RR3 calculation, the response rate was 22.8%
(AAPOR, 2008, pp. 34–35). This response rate was within the acceptable
range for panel web-based surveys (Göritz, Reinhold, & Batinic, 2002) and
similar to those reported by the Pew Research Center and its Internet &
American Life Project employing random digit dialing (Pew Internet &
American Life Project, 2009). As shown in the Appendix Table A1, when
compared to U.S. Census data, our sample was older, had more females and
was slightly better educated. However, there was no evidence that our sample
was skewed in regard to income.
The analysis included one dependent variable, seven independent variables
of interest, and ten control variables. The coding procedure of each variable
is detailed below.

10
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Independent Variables

1
We also tried recoding the values over a specific threshold into a single category. For four different
thresholds (10, 20, 25, and 30), the relationship between the transformed variable and the dependent
variables did not change significantly. To avoid the inherent arbitrariness of picking a threshold value,
we opted for a logarithmic transformation, although we recognize that this makes the numbers of the
variable less interpretable. To check that our results were not due to the presence of extreme outliers,
we rerun the analysis excluding respondents with values >50 for either of the network size variables; the
results were virtually the same as those reported in Table I.
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Interpersonal Network Size. Survey respondents were asked in open-ended
fashion to provide an estimate of the number of people they ‘‘talked to
face-to-face or over the phone about politics or public affairs’’ during the past
month. As could be expected, the variable was highly skewed (M ¼ 1.08,
Median ¼ 5.00, SD ¼ 23.39, skewness ¼ 12.03). To produce a normalized distribution, the natural logarithm was computed (M ¼ 0.77, Median ¼ 0.78,
SD ¼ 0.44, skewness ¼ 0.23).1
Online Network Size. Respondents were asked to provide an estimate of
the number of people during the past month with whom they ‘‘talked to via
the Internet, including e-mail, chat rooms and social networking sites about
politics or public affairs.’’ The variable was positively skewed as well
(M ¼ 11.33, Medin ¼ 1.00, SD ¼ 63.71, skewness ¼ 12.62), so it was also transformed using the natural logarithm (M ¼ .46, Median ¼ 0.30, SD ¼ 0.53,
skewness ¼ 1.40).
Strong-tie Discussion Frequency. The survey asked respondents to
rate on a 10-point scale (0 ¼ never, 9 ¼ all the time) how often they talked
about politics or public affairs, whether online or offline, with family and
friends (M ¼ 5.73, SD ¼ 2.68).
Weak-tie Discussion Frequency. Using the same 10-point scale for the
previous variable, respondents were asked how often they talked about political
or public affairs with co-workers and acquaintances and how often they talked
with strangers. The two items were added to create an index of weak-tie
discussion frequency (Spearman-Brown reliability coefficient ¼ .70, M ¼ 5.80,
SD ¼ 4.35).
Frequency of Discussion Agreement. Using a 10-point scale
(0 ¼ never, 9 ¼ all the time), respondents were asked the frequency with
which they talked about politics or public affairs with people who agreed
with them (M ¼ 4.45, SD ¼ 2.57).
Frequency of Discussion Disagreement. Respondents were asked the
frequency with which they talked about politics or public affairs with people
who disagreed with them, using the same 10-point scale than for the item
measuring agreement (M ¼ 3.70, SD ¼ 2.42).
Frequency of Reasoning Discussion. Two items measuring how often
respondents discussed with people who back up their arguments with evidence
and with people who propose alternatives or policies for problem solving using
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a 10-point scale were averaged into an index measuring level of reasoning
within the network (Spearman–Brown reliability coefficient ¼ 0.87, M ¼ 7.51,
SD ¼ 4.89).
Control Variables
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Offline Political Participation. Respondents were asked if during the past
12 months they had engaged or not in any of the following activities:
‘‘Attended a public hearing, town hall meeting, or city council meeting,’’
‘‘Called or sent a letter to an elected public official,’’ ‘‘Spoken to a public
official in person,’’ ‘‘Attended a political rally,’’ ‘‘Participated in any demonstrations, protests, or marches,’’ ‘‘Voted in the 2008 presidential election,’’
‘‘Participated in groups that took any local action for social or political
reform,’’ and ‘‘Been involved in public interest groups, political action
groups, political clubs, or party committees.’’ Responses to each statement
were coded in binary fashion (1 ¼ yes, 0 ¼ no) and added into a single index
(Cronbach’s  ¼ .78, M ¼ 2.39, SD ¼ 2.0).
Strength of Party Identification. Respondents were asked to rate their
party identification using an 11-point scale ranging from strong Republican
(8.7% of respondents) to strong Democrat (13.2% of respondents). The midpoint represented 29.1% of respondents. This item was folded into a 6-point
scale, ranging from weak partisanship to strong partisanship (M ¼ 3.31,
SD ¼ 1.79).
Internal Political Efficacy. An item asked respondents to rate their
agreement with the statement ‘‘People like me can influence government’’.
Responses ranged from 1 ¼ not at all (15.7% of respondents) to 10 ¼ all the
time (7.3% of respondents; M ¼ 5.01, SD ¼ 2.57).
Offline News Media Use. Respondents were asked to rate on a 7-point
scale (where 1 ¼ every day and 7 ¼ never) how often they used the following
media to get information about current events, public issues, or politics:
network TV news, cable TV news, local TV news, and print newspapers.
The items were reverse-coded, so that a higher number indicated more
news use, and combined into an additive index (Cronbach’s  ¼ .70,
M ¼ 16.30, SD ¼ 6.52).
Online News Media Use. Respondents were asked to rate on a 7-point
scale (where 1 ¼ every day and 7 ¼ never) how often they used the following
media to get information about current events, public issues, or politics: online
newspapers, online news magazines and citizen journalism websites. The items
were reverse-coded, so that a higher number indicated more news use, and
combined into an additive index (Cronbach’s  ¼ .67, M ¼ 5.50, SD ¼ 4.24).
Demographics. A variety of additional variables were included in the
multivariate analysis to control for potential confounds. These are variables
that the literature has found to be related to political participation online and
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offline. The respondent’s gender (67% females), age (M ¼ 45.79, SD ¼ 11.31)
and race (70% whites) were straightforward in their measurement. Education
was operationalized as highest level of formal education completed (M ¼ 4.15,
Median ¼ 2-year college degree). For income, each respondent chose one
of 15 categories of total annual household income (M ¼ 6.05, Median ¼
$50,000–$59,999).

Hierarchical multiple OLS regression analysis was employed to test the
hypotheses. The variables were entered causally in separate blocks: demographics, political orientations, news use, and discussion network attributes.
This ordering allowed us (a) to assess the impact of each block of variables
on participatory behavior online in terms of variance accounted for in the
dependent variable, and (b) to examine the effects of discussion network attributes controlling for each other. All the analyses were conducted using the
software SPSS 17.
Results
As shown in Table I, the block of demographic variables explained <3% of
the variance in online political participation. In contrast, political predispositions explained more than 35% of the variance of online participation—
mainly due to the strong contribution made by offline forms of political
participation ( ¼ .46, p < .001) and internal political efficacy ( ¼ .11,
p < .001). The news use block, in turn, explained 4% of the variance in
online participation. In general, younger, lower income respondents engaged
more frequently in political activities online, as did those with a stronger identity with political parties and who were exposed to online news more frequently. These results suggest that political participation online and offline are
closely related; nevertheless, demographic, political, and information-seeking
factors exhibit a unique, independent relationship with online participation.
The block of discussion network attributes added significant explanatory
power to the model. Together, these variables explained an additional 5.4%
of variance. Respondents with a larger network of online discussants tended
to be more engaged in online political activities ( ¼ 0.15, p < .001), providing
support for H1b. Interestingly, interpersonal network size was negatively associated with online participation once other network attributes were incorporated into the model ( ¼ 0.17, p < .001). These results are consistent with
the notion that people who discuss face-to-face are still not more likely to
participate online. Thus, H1a was not supported.
In response to RQ1, we now turn to the role of strong-tie and weak-tie
discussion frequency. The results indicate that, when controlling for each other,
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Statistical Analysis
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Table 1
Hierarchical OLS Regression Predicting Online Political Participation
Variables

.041#
.006
.025
.089***
.014
.026
.46***
.065**
.109***
.351
.012
.133***
.04
.167***
.146***
.011
.154***
.134***
.101**
.076*
.054
.464

Notes: Cell entries show standardized regression coefficients. n ¼ 1,159; #p < .10; *p < .05; **p < .01;
***p < .001 (two-tailed).

weak-tie discussion networks had a positive, significant relationship to online
participation ( ¼ 0.15, p < .001) while strong-tie discussion did not ( ¼ 0.01,
p > .20).2 These results support the existing literature that demonstrates the
key role played by weak-tie networks in democratic citizenship, which allow
people to tap into mobilizing resources that are not available in their closed
networks of family and friends.
Discussion agreement and disagreement had both significant, though opposite, relationships with online political participation, confirming that they do
not have a zero-sum relationship. In line with the expectation that people who
2
To test for the possibility of a curvilinear relationship between strong-tie discussion frequency and
political participation online, we rerun the analysis with a squared term of strong-tie discussion frequency.
The variable failed to achieve statistical significance.
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Block 1: Demographics
Age
Gender (female)
Education
Income
Race/Ethnicity (white non-Hispanic)
R2
Block 2: Political predispositions
Offline political participation
Strength of partisanship
Internal political efficacy
R2
Block 3: News use
Offline news use
Online news use
R2
Block 4: Discussion network attributes
Interpersonal network size (logged)
Online network size (logged)
Strong-tie discussion frequency
Weak-tie discussion frequency
Frequency of discussion agreement
Frequency of discussion disagreement
Frequency of reasoning discussion
R2
Adjusted R2
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Discussion
Summary of Findings
This study aimed to further our understanding of how discussions about
politics and public affairs relate to political participation on and off the
Internet. To date, few studies predicting political engagement have incorporated in their empirical models several attributes of discussion networks simultaneously. Even more rare is to see the role of discussion attributes on
political participation when the latter is operationalized distinctively online
and offline. The current study represents one effort towards filling these
gaps by providing new insights on the mobilizing role in the new media
environment of four dimensions of citizens’ discussion networks: (a) modality
(i.e., face-to-face and computer-mediated); (b) the strength of the ties that
bind discussants; (c) the degree of expression of political similarity and difference between discussants; and (d) the use of logic and reasoning.
Using cross-sectional data from a national survey of voting-age adults
collected in the United States shortly after the 2008 presidential election,
this study found evidence that the size of online discussion networks is positively associated with greater online political participation. These findings
support an instrumental perspective of Internet effects (Xenos & Moy,
2007). According to this view, web-based services facilitate the transmission
of political messages, so that mobilizing information such as public petitions to
authorities can be shared more effectively through interactive-based applications than through in-person conversations. Thus, online discussion networks
can facilitate greater political engagement, especially online.
The results also indicate that some characteristics of discussants matter
more for participation online than others. Discussing politics with weak ties—
individuals who are outside the more closely-knit group of friends and family
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receive less support for their views within their discussion networks tend to
participate less, disagreement was negatively related to online engagement
( ¼ 0.10, p < .01). Conversely, discussion agreement was positively related
to online participation ( ¼ 0.12, p < .001). These results are consistent with
the deliberation versus participation dilemma. Consequently, H2a and H2b
were supported.
Lastly, the variable measuring level of reasoning within individuals’ discussion networks was positively related to participation online after controlling
for other attributes of discussion networks ( ¼ 0.08, p < .05), providing support for H3. However, the role of reasonableness in discussions was relatively
minor once other discussions attributes were incorporated into the model.
Thus, the analysis suggested that deliberative aspects of discussion were less
important for online participation than other network characteristics.
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Limitations and Future Research
Despite the new insights shed by this study, the analysis has several limitations. By employing survey data, we are constrained to self-reports of discussion network attributes, which may yield inaccurate measures due to imperfect
recall and social desirability bias. Whereas self-reports of media exposure can
be compared with TV ratings or newspaper circulation figures (e.g., Prior,
2009), there is no benchmark readily available to assess the accuracy of, say,
individuals’ reported size of their online discussion network. Consequently,
future research could validate self-reported measures of discussion network
attributes through experiments, snowball sample designs, and observational
studies. For example, participants could be assigned to discussion groups of
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members—seems to be quite consequential for online participation. As was
hypothesized, those who frequently maintain these types of discussions exhibited a higher degree of political engagement online. These findings are
most consistent with Granovetter’s (1973) seminal work on the ‘‘strength of
weak ties,’’ which bridge individuals across different networks of people and
provide new informational resources to individuals. Importantly, the role of
weak ties was not subsumed by network size, a typical inference made by
previous research. This finding suggests that strength of ties among discussants needs to be incorporated as a predictor in analyses that wish to explain
how political discussion influence participatory behaviors online.
The results of the study also speak to the ongoing scholarly debate on the
compatibility between political disagreement and citizens’ engagement with
politics. Discussion agreement was positively related to participation online
while disagreement was negatively related with it. This overall pattern is
consistent with the work of Mutz (2006). It may well be that disagreement
elicits a better understanding of political affairs, but when it comes to motivate
discussants to engage in online political activities, disagreement acts as a
deterrent. This conclusion is bolstered by the positive link found between
agreement and participation: politically homogenous networks seem more
likely to include politically engaged individuals, too. Although this result
may be interpreted as shedding a negative light on the benefits of heterogeneity of viewpoints, future research could resolve if political self-efficacy or
other psychological predictor can counter these seemingly negative effects.
The last set of findings is related to the role played by the use of reason
and evidence in citizens’ discussions. The expectation was that there would be
a positive association between reasonableness of discussions and political participation online. The analysis showed that the association was statistically
significant but substantively weak once all the other discussion network attributes were controlled. The evidence suggests that this aspect of deliberations
is not an important variable for political participation online.
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varying size and asked, after a given period (a week, 2 weeks, or a month), to
recall the number of people in their group. With a snowball survey, respondents could be asked to generate a list of their discussants as well as their
contact information, so as to enable researchers to further verify the frequency
with which these discussants talked about politics with the respondent.
Observational studies could gauge more directly other discussion attributes,
such as disagreement and reasoning. Nonetheless, previous research by
Huckfeldt (2001) and Huckfeldt and Sprague (1995) provides some evidence
that people can describe with relative accuracy the characteristics of their
discussants. By employing a snowball sample technique, Huckfeldt (2001)
was able to compare the accuracy of reports of discussants’ political knowledge
and found that the best predictor, by far, of people’s perceived political
knowledge of their discussants was the discussants’ actual political knowledge.
This led Huckfeldt (2001) to conclude that ‘‘people are not lost in a cloud of
misperception when they engage in social communication about politics’’
(Huckfeldt, 2001, p. 437). While this body of work does not address network
reasoning, we believe it lends support to the idea that surveys can yield a
reasonable measure of discussion network attributes. On the other hand, while
asking respondents about their discussions of politics and public affairs is
common practice, clarifying in advance what is meant by these terms could
yield discussion measures that are more robust and less prone to measurement
error.
Another limitation is the cross-sectional nature of the data employed,
which is not well-suited for testing causal-effects relationships. This means
that the associations between political discussion and participation reported
here could be interpreted otherwise; that participation online antecedes discussion of public affairs. Previous research by Rojas (2006), however, suggests
that there is an asymmetrical reciprocal relationship between discussing and
participating, an idea that has been demonstrated for political efficacy
(Semetko & Valkenburg, 1998) and civic engagement (Shah et al., 2005)
using panel data. While these studies show that discussion generally antecedes
participation, future research using experimental settings, and longitudinal
designs will have to sort out the causality quandary.
Another related problem of cross-sectional designs refers to endogeneity
between explanatory and outcome variables. We have addressed the possibility
that discussion networks are influenced by the same factors that affect political
participation online by taking into account a host of control variables, including offline political participation, income, education, internal political efficacy,
partisanship and news media use. Certainly, there are other ways of dealing
with endogeneity, such as employing instrumental variables and two-stage
least squares regression models. However, we have yet to find an instrumental
variable that relates to political discussion but not to participation. This, of
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Theoretical Contributions
Limitations notwithstanding, the results of the study contribute to the existing
literature in two ways. First, we theorized that online and offline political
participation are related, yet distinct concepts and we find evidence that supports this assumption. Even after controlling for the effect of offline political
participation over political participatory behaviors on the online realm, it is
clear that the discussion attributes distinctively predict variance in the ways
people participate in political activities online. Thus, online and offline
participation share a foundation but are empirically different, and discussion
attributes explain reasonably well some of those differences.
Second, we demonstrate the value of considering simultaneously a host of
attributes of political discussion networks. Weak ties, which have garnered
considerable attention in sociological research but less so in the political communication literature, appear to be a key ingredient of discussion networks
that mobilize citizens to participate in politics online. In contrast, discussion
network attributes that have been highlighted by political communication
scholars as essential for promoting citizen engagement, such as reasoning,
seem to be far less consequential, at least for Internet-based political participation. Most importantly, the study confirms that disagreement and agreement
in discussions are not mutually exclusive. Specifically, in line with Mutz’ work
on deliberative versus participatory democracy, the results suggest that disagreement is negatively related to engagement, while agreement is positively
related to it.
We are convinced that the current findings will be elaborated upon by
researchers interested in the mobilizing effect of other discussion network
attributes. The psychological predispositions that foster or dampen these effects, such as political interest and knowledge, will be another venue for future
research. Also, technical competency, which differs greatly across segments
of the population (Correa, 2010), may moderate the relationship between discussion attributes and political participation online. These efforts should lead
to a new theory of informal political conversations, a pending task for communication scholars.
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course, should not be interpreted as political discussion and political participation being different labels to the same concept. Informal conversations
about politics are not necessarily aimed at influencing government; they oftentimes fulfill purely social and entertainment goals (Mansbridge, 1999; Walsh,
2004).
In any case, we have been careful in highlighting the idea of relationships
between discussion network attributes and participation online, rather than
stating a unidirectional or causal-effect association between them.
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Appendix A
Table A1
Demographic Profile of Study Survey and Other Comparable Surveys
Variables

Age (years)
18–24
25–34
35–44
45–64
65
Gender
Male
Female
Race/Ethnicity
White
Hispanic
African American
Asian
Education
High school or less
Some college
College degree
Graduate degree
Household income
<$49,999
$50,000–$99,999
$100,000

CJCR Survey
December
2008–January
2009 (%)

Pew Internet &
American Life Project
Post-Election Survey
November–December
2008 (%)

U.S. Census
Community
Population
Survey November
2008 (%)

3.5
18.9
21.6
5.5
5.5

6.0
9.9
13.5
4.5
3.2

12.5
17.8
18.4
34.6
16.6

33.0
67.0

47.2
52.8

48.3
51.7

84.4
4.5
5.0
3.0

79.8
6.1
9.2
1.3

68.5
13.7
11.8
4.6

15.4
28.1
37.2
19.2

38.4
27.7
19.8
14.1

44.6
28.3
18.1
9.0

41.1
37.9
21.0

51.2
31.8
17.1

42.0
35.3
22.7
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